Nipsey, Lauren, Cameron & Lil Kross
Nipsey for angelic years it’s been such a pleasure
you have transcended the streets to an epiphany
I'm talking that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I have a dream vision
you will forever live on in our hearts and memories –
the very end March nineteen tragedy will turn into a triumph
even though your unnecessary passage is testing our strength
the beauty & blessings, love, Cameron, and Lil Kross
will propel your light Lauren in these trying times & suspense –
today we have a thing for gadgets and social media
its the pulse of our society as sure as the myth cash rules
although our paths, experience, and growth of getting money may vary
rebuilding Nipsey the equivalent to Diddy and LeBron opening schools –
Nipsey, your boy Russ Westbrook dropped his second triple 20
back to back, the second one was specifically dedicated to you
before our eyes, you've touched the NFL, NBA, the youth, your hood,
Cali, the world & every profession we will forever miss you –
to Lauren London, Cameron, Lil Kross, your family & friends
I hope you appreciate Nipsey transcended to an international prophet
I know living with him looking out the windows we take for granted
his extra miles walked, that smile, embrace, internal & intellectual profits –
so be it outside the Marathon, South Central, California, or abroad
our prayers are with you for healing, temperance, and peace
to cash out our best course of revenge is seeing Nipsey's vision through
be it mentally, physically, spiritually, or the powers of a tweet –
Nipsey Hussle is an international prophet that you can never say goodbye to
so in a Cali minute bra rest peacefully, Oyezzz.
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